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Chapterr  6 

AA Structural Realist Interpretatio n of 
thee Euler  Equation Approach in 
Macroeconomics s 

Mach'ss System studied the relationships which exist between data of experience. 

Forr Mach, science is the sum total of these relationships. It is a bad point of view; 

inn short, what Mach created was a catalogue and not a system. To mat extent 

Machh was a good mechanic and not a good philosopher. 

[Einstein,, quoted in Clark, 1971, p.288] 

Althoughh Lucas was scornful of existing econometric policy evaluation models, 

hiss message was not completely destructive of all model-building or empirical 

research.. There are structural relationships in the economy, but the consumption 

functionn is not among them. For consumption, the structural relation, invariant to 

policyy interventions and other shifts elsewhere in the economy, is the 

intertemporall  preference ordering. 

[Robertt Hall, 1990, p. 135] 

6.11 Introductio n 

Thee most influential contribution of the rational expectations revolution to 

econometricss is the Lucas critique (Lucas, 1976). Lucas claims that there is no 

invariantt relationship in the large-scale macroeconometric models because 

expectationss were not dealt with. Consequently, the large-scale macroeconometric 
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modelss were regarded as being theoretically false, especially those built in the 

spiritt of the Cowles Commission methodology. 

Althoughh the Lucas critique usually refers to Lucas's criticism on the 

aggregatee supply side, namely the Phillips curve, he also criticizes the 

consumptionn functions in aggregate demand (see appendix to this chapter). In the 

consumptionn function literature, both Modigliani and Brumberg's life-cycle 

hypothesiss (LCH), and Friedman's permanent income hypothesis (PIH) assert a 

stablee relationship between consumption and "wealth" (lifetime resources for 

LCH;; permanent income for PIH). Defined as such, the consumption function was 

questionedd by Lucas on the ground that the invariant relationship between 

consumptionn and income does not exist. Soon after the old-fashioned 

consumptionn functions were effectively destroyed by Lucas, Robert Hall's famous 

"randomm walk" paper (Hall, 1978) constructed a consumption function that 

satisfiess the Lucas critique. Hall's approach is compatible with the old 

consumptionn theories, for its basic point is to assume the consumer's behavior is 

rationall  in intertemporally allocating his/her wealth on consumption. The 

expectationn problem is solved by incorporating the representative agent 

hypothesis.. The aggregate consumption model is derived from the representative 

agent'ss intertemporal optimizing behavior. This approach of deriving the 

consumptionn model is thus the so called the Euler equation approach, referring to 

thee first-order conditions that derive from the representative agent's optimization 

behavior. . 

Theree are two methodological meanings of the Euler equation approach in 

macroeconomics.. One is the emphasis on microfoundations and the Euler 

equationn approach's implications for structure in association with the Lucas 

critique.. The other is its operational advantage of solving the consumption 

functionn (e.g., Attanasio, 1998). Economists measure parameters directly from the 

Eulerr equation in order to avoid complicating measurement procedures in deriving 

thee consumption function. This chapter argues that the operational advantage is 

nott the central concern of the new classical macroeconomics. Rather the Euler 

equationn approach focuses on the representation of structure just as much as the 

Cowless Commission econometrics to which Lucas objects. The structure that the 

Eulerr equation represent is what Hall calls "intertemporal preference ordering". 

Accordingly,, the history of the Euler equation approach provides an example 

consistentt with structural realism claims in philosophy of science (Worrall, 
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1989).. The approach shows that, even though a particular consumption model 

doess not fit the data, the Euler equation approach as a whole does not fail because 

thee Euler equation successfully represents a kind of structure in the economy that 

economistss are concerned with. 

6.22 The Simple Random-Walk Consumption Model 

6.2.16.2.1 Hall's Model 

Wee begin by introducing Hall's random-walk consumption model. 

Considerr a representative agent maximizing the life-long utility function: 

(6.1) ) 

subjectt to: 

(6.2) ) 

£,I(i+<?r r "( o o 

£(ll  + r)-T(c,+r-w,+r) = 4 

where e 

EEtt - mathematical expectation conditional on all information available in period t. 

5=5= subjective time preference rate. 

rr = constant real interest rate over time, r>& 

T=T= length of representative agent's life 

u(.)) = one-period utility function, strictly concave. 

cctt = consumption in period /. 

wwtt = earnings in period f, the only resource of uncertainty. 

AAtt = assets apart from human capital. 

Thee Lagrange function can be written as 

T-t T-t 

LL = ElZO + S)-*u(cl+T) + e\At-%(\ + r)-Tict+T-wt+T) 
VV  r=0 r=0 0 

wheree 6 is the Lagrange parameter. 

Thee first-order conditions for ct and ct+i are: 
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(6.3)) u\c,) = e 

(6.4)) {\ + S)-xEtu'{ctJ = 0{\ + r)-' 

Substitutingg (6.3) into (6.4), the Euler equation can be obtained as: 

(6.5)) £|M'(C(+l) = £ uXc,) 
ll  + r 

Thenn a set of auxiliary assumptions are imposed. They are: 

(1)) no credit restrictions or other non-linearities in the budget constraint, 

(2)) a quadratic utility function additive over time, 

(3)) no habits or adjustment costs, 

(4)) non-durable goods, 

(5)) the subjective discount rate equals to the market real interest rate, 

(6)) no measurement errors or transitory shocks to consumption, 

(7)) the coincidence of the frequency of consumers' decision making with the 

frequencyy of data, 

(8)) a constant interest rate, and 

(9)) rational expectations.1 

Thee assumptions of a quadratic utility function (assumption 2) and 

equalityy of the subjective discount rate and the real interest rate (assumption 5) are 

cruciall  to derive the result of the random walk. In order to see this, consider the 

quadraticc utility function, K(C,) = - 1 / 2 (C -ctf, where cis the bliss level of 

consumption.. Thus the marginal utility of consumption, u\ct) = (c -ct), is linear 

inn ct. The Euler equation (5) becomes 

(6.6)) £( 0 = ( + Cr 
ll  + r l + r 

Givenn that ö = r, (6) becomes: 

(6.7)) £(c,+l) = c, 

11 See Muellbauer (1994). 
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Byy definition of expectation, c,+1 = £(c,+1) + el+l , where f/+, is an innovation error. 

Thereforee equation (6.7) becomes: 

(6.8)) c(+1=c,+£,+1 

inn which consumption is a "random walk".2 

6.2.26.2.2 Testing the Random- Walk Model 

Halll  tests the random-walk consumption function, c, = c,̂ , + et against the 

followingg functions: 

(6.9)) c, - «0 + a,c,_, + a2c,_2 + a3ct_, + a4ct_4 + $, 

(6.10)) c, = #, + #£,_,+/^,_,+//, 

(6.11 1) C, = 7T0 + ^ , CM +^2X_, +^3^1-2 +^4^1-3 +^5^ -4 + «« 

(6.12)) *,=0O+*,<:,_,+02 j,M+m, 

wheree c denotes consumption, >> denotes income. 02
= X $ *s a 12-quarter 

Almonn lag. The Almon lag distributed income is employed to see whether a long 

distributedd lag is a predictor for next period's consumption. 

Thee purpose of testing the random walk model against equations (6.9)-

(6.12)) is to see whether variables other than ct.j are significant for ct. Hall used 

1948(1)-1977(1)) seasonally unadjusted quarterly data to examine the above 

equations.. The results are summarized as follows (standard errors in parenthesis). 

(66 9') C ' = 8 2 + U 3 C'" 1 " ° ' ° 4 C'" 2 + 0 ' 0 3 c<-3^ 0 1 3 3 c, -4 
(8.3)) (0.92) (0.142) (0.142) (0.093) 

Sometimess it is called a "martingale process". A martingale is a random walk if and only if the 
variancee of the error term is constant. 
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(6.10') ) 

(6.11') ) 

(6.12') ) 

R22 =0.9988, SE = 14.5, D-W =1.96, F= 1.7 

c,=-166 + 1.024 cM -0.010 ƒ,_, 

(11)) (0.044) (0.032) 

R2== 0.9988, SE = 14.7, D-W = 1.71, F = 0.1 

c,=-233 + 1.076 c,_,+0.049yM -0.051 y,_2 -0.023y,_3 -0.024 y,_ 

(11)) (0.047) (0.043) (0.052) (0.051) (0.037) 

R22 =0.9989, SE = 14.4, D-W = 2.02, F = 2.0 

c,, =-25+1.113c,_,+0.077 y,_, 

(11)) (0.54) (0.142) 

R22 =0.9988, SE = 14.6, D-W = 1.92, F = 2.0 

Thee results show that higher lag variables have no significant predictive power for 

currentt consumption, and F-statistics for jointly predictive powers for variables 

otherr than c,.j are all below critical values of the F-distribution at 0.05 level. Thus 

thee random-walk consumption is not rejected. 

Butt Hall also found that his random walk model is rejected when stock 

pricess are included as proxies of wealth: 

(6.13)) c, = y0 + yxct_x + y2 JM + /3s,_2 + yAs,_3 + ysst_A + //, 

wheree ss are stock prices. Hall's empirical results for the above equation using the 

reall  values of the Standard and Poor's stock prices are: 

c,, =-22+1.012 cM +0.223 J,_, -0.258sf_2+0.167s^-QMOs,̂ 

(8)) (0.004) (0.051) (0.083) (0.083) (0.051) 

R22 =0.9990, SE = 1.4, D-W = 2.05, F = 6.5 

Halll  found that the F-statistic is above the critical value at the 0.05 level 

(2.4).. Furthermore, each coefficient is not rejected by the t-test. Thus the random-

walkk consumption function should be rejected. Nonetheless Hall argues that the 
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improvementt of prediction power by including stock prices "while statistically 

significant,, is not numerically large" (Hall, 1978, p.985). Hall also argues that 

mostt of the predictive value of the stock prices comes from the change of the 

immediatee proceeding quarter (As,_, =5/_I-^,_2)) which is compatible with the 

implicationn of the life-cycle-permanent income hypothesis (see Hall, 1978, 

pp.985-6).. Hall insists that the random-walk function is a reasonable 

approximationn to consumption.3 As he puts it: "Whatever problems remain in the 

consumptionn function, there seems littl e reason to doubt the life-cycle-permanent 

incomee hypothesis." (Hall, 1978, p.985) 

6.33 The Nature of the Euler  equation 

6.3.16.3.1 Euler equation models versus solve-out models 

Hall'ss random-walk model provides an example of the Euler equation 

approach.. Economists need not derive consumption functions by solving the 

period-to-periodd budget constraints (consumption functions derived from such a 

proceduree are thus called "solve-out consumption functions"). Rather economists 

onlyy need to set up a representative-agent model, write down the Euler equation 

indicatingg the equilibrium relationships between the expected marginal utility of 

futuree consumption and the marginal utility of current consumption. Then the 

"consumptionn function" is derived. 

AA crucial difference between the Euler equation approach and the solve-

outt consumption function is that the solve out approach starts with the consumer's 

intertemporall  decision, but then it combines the budget constraints with the 

optimall  conditions in order to solve the consumption function. The solve-out 

proceduree can be tedious, but since the budget constraints are involved, the solve-

outt consumption function necessarily contains wealth or income. 

Too illustrate the difference, consider a two-period case, in which the 

representativee consumer has quadratic preferences, and the budget constraint is: 

(6.14)) C l + ^ aB B 40 ( l  + r ) + w + ^ ! t s£W r 
1+rr \+r 

33 See Muellbauer  and Lattimorr e (1995). 
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Thee Euler equation derived from the representative agent's maximization 

problemm subject to (6.14) is 

E\U(cE\U(c22)=)=  \u\cx) 

Inn the case of quadratic utility, and 8 = r, the Euler equation yields: 

(6.15)) Exc2=cx 

whichh is equivalent to (6.7). 

Thenn the solve-out approach continues to substitute equation (6.15) into 

thee life-cycle (wealth) budget constraint (6.14): 

(6.16)) Ct^—TT rMoO + O + ̂ + ^ U — T T ÏEW 
ll  + (l/(l + r ) ) r ° V ' \ + r) l + (l/(l + r)) 

wheree l/[ l + (l/(l + r))Jis the marginal propensity to consume out of wealth. 

(6.16)) indicates that c\ is a function of expected wealth.4 Thus, the solve-out 

consumptionn function under the rational expectations-permanent income 

hypothesiss (REPIH) contains a wealth (then income) term, and is no longer a 

randomm walk. 

Thee Euler equation approach does not require solving the consumption 

functionn like (6.16). Instead the Euler equation approach only uses the equilibrium 

relationshipp to derive a model in which behavioral parameters can be estimated. 

Ass Attansasio (1998, p.21) puts it, the main advantage of the Euler equation 

approachh is that "Even it is not possible to obtain a closed form solution for 

consumption,, it is possible to consider equilibrium relationships that can be used 

too estimate structural parameters." Thus economists just simply use the Euler 

equationn like (6.5) with different assumptions about preferences and behavioral 

constraintss to develop their consumption model. In addition, the disconnection 

betweenn consumption and the wealth constraint is regarded as an advantage to the 

advocatess of the Euler equation approach. As Attansasio and Low (2000) point 

out,, "the main attraction of [the Euler equation] approach lies in the fact that it 

avoidss solving explicitly the optimization problem faced by a generic consumer 

andd focuses instead on a specific first order condition implied by that problem" 

4SeeMuellbauer(1994) ) 
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(Attanasioo and Low, 2000, p.1). As Clive Granger (1999) once said, Hall's 

random-walkk model was like ""manna from heaven to macroeconometricians", 

becausee "it was easily stated and understood and appears to be easy to test" (p.43, 

myy italics). 

6.3.26.3.2 Random-walk model is only a model of the Euler equation approach 

Economistss were impressed by Hall's discovery of random-walk 

consumption.. The reason is that its framework is immune to the Lucas critique: it 

iss not just that its representative agent assumption supports rational expectations, 

butt that the implication of the rational expectations assumption is found directly in 

thee random walk model. The random walk model shows the "unpredictability" of 

futuree consumption, that is, the best "predictor" for the next period's consumption 

iss this period's consumption, but because of the existence of disturbance terms, 

predictionn of future consumption will not be precise. This coincides with the 

theoreticall  implication of the rational expectations assumption, for that 

assumptionn suggests that this period's consumption is the best predictor for the 

nextt period's consumption because it contains all available information. In this 

sensee the random walk model can be used to support the rational expectations 

assumption. . 

However,, since the result of a random walk depends heavily on its 

auxiliaryy assumptions, especially the quadratic utility function, different sets of 

auxiliaryy assumptions may yield different consumption functions. Broadly 

speaking,, the consumption function derived from the Euler equation approach 

reliess on a priori assumptions (e.g., Hall's random-walk model) or a first-order 

Taylorr expansion to solve the relationships between different periods' 

consumptionn and/or other exogenous variables. Consumption can be a random 

walkk (Hall), a log-linear consumption function (Hansen and Singleton, 1983), or 

otherr formats. It is evident that the random-walk model cannot be derived without 

thosee auxiliary assumptions. In other words, the final derivative can be a format 

otherr than AR(1). Therefore, the random-walk model must be regarded as a 

particularr model of the Euler equation approach, rather than the model of the 

Eulerr equation approach. 
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6.44 Empirical Justification 
6.4.16.4.1 Euler equation approach versus the LSE approach 

Evenn though Hall insists that the random walk model is plausible, from the 

econometricians'' point of view, the random walk model is vulnerable to empirical 

tests.. The absence of income may turn to be a disadvantage. Muellbauer and 

Lattimoree (1995, p.225) argue that the Euler equation approach is not necessarily 

superior;; one of the reasons is that it does not explain the empirical fact of 

cointegrationn between income and consumption. It would be 'unwise' to eliminate 

long-runn information on the interrelations between consumption, income and 

assets.5 5 

Thiss contention marks a significant contrast between (North American) 

macroeconomists'' Euler equation approach and (European) macro-

econometricians'' empirical modeling. The latter is specially represented by the 

DHSYY model of consumption (Davidson, et al., 1978) that is discussed in Chapter 

5.66 The two different schools offer different methods of evaluating Hall's random-

walkk model. According to the LSE approach, we should check whether (1) the 

randomm walk model "encompasses" other consumption models, and (2) whether 

thee random walk model is "congruent" with all available information.7 It seems 

thatt the random walk model does not pass both types of empirical tests. Recall 

thatt Hall's own tests reject the random walk consumption when stock prices are 

included.. So, it can be concluded that the random walk model is not congruent 

withh desired cointegration and with data including stock prices. With respect to 

thee encompassing, Davidson and Hendry (1981) find that the DHSY model 

encompassess the random walk model. Consequently, the LSE econometricians 

55 Angus Deaton also expresses the similar viewpoint. He argues that (1992, p.80) "Consumption 
dependss on expectations about income, so that it is not possible to model consumption without 
modelingg income." 
66 Both Hall's random-walk paper and the DHSY paper were published in 1978, marking a 
"milestonee for research on the aggregate consumption function" (Muellbauer and Lattimore, 1995, 
p.222).. In addition, Sargent's rational expectations treatment of Friedman's PIH was also 
publishedd in 1978, but has been overshadowed by Hall's paper. Hall's random walk paper was 
circulatedd as an MIT working paper in 1977. The DHSY paper, according to Hendry, was first 
writtenn in 1975. 

Seee Chapter 5 for the discussions on LSE methodology and congruence. 
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regardd the DHSY model as better than the random walk-model due to the 

empiricall  criteria of encompassing and congruence.8 

6.4.26.4.2 "Consumption smoothness " versus "consumption smoothing " 

Despitee the empirical failures mentioned above, one might argue that the 

random-walkk model exemplifies the fact that the Euler equation captures the fact 

off  "consumption smoothness". There are various ways of understanding this. The 

widelyy accepted interpretation is that the consumer keeps his/her level of 

consumptionn expenditure stable over periods. This is a hypothesis known as 

"consumptionn smoothing", emphasizing the representative agent's intertemporal 

decisionn on its consumption behavior. This is similar to Friedman's (1957, p.7) 

argumentt that a consumer has a motive to "straighten out" the stream of 

consumptionn expenditures. Another interpretation is defined in terms of the 

permanentt income hypothesis. It can be stated as follows: Because permanent 

incomee does not fluctuate in response to the short-term income fluctuation, 

permanentt income is smoother than measured income. Consumption is thus 

smootherr than measured income due to the assumption that consumption depends 

uponn permanent income. Deaton (1992, pp.76-7) uses the Deaton-Blinder data on 

consumptionn and labor income to show that consumption is smoother than labor 

income,, and conjectures that the pattern of consumption to total income would be 

moree or less the same. The fact about consumption is called here "consumption 

smoothness",, distinguished from theoretical assumption of "consumption 

smoothing".9 9 

Thee Euler equation approach tries to relate the hypothesis of consumption 

smoothingg to the fact of consumption smoothness. On the one hand the Euler 

equationn embodies consumption smoothing, since it represents the consumer's 

88 Muellbauer and Lattimore's interpretation is different. They regard David Hendry's Monte Carlo 
simulationn as a test for the Hall's model. Then they suggest that the simulation supports the 
random-walkk model for: if the true DGP is the DHSY-like ECM, then for certain 
parameterizationss it yields a random walk. In mis sense the Monte Carlo simulation is a test failing 
too reject orthogonality. Thus the random-walk model remains. See Muellbauer and Lattimore 
(1995),p.239. . 
99 Campbell and Deaton (1989, p.357) write: "For thirty years it has been accepted that 
consumptionn is smooth because permanent income is smoother than measured income." 
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intertemporall  allocation of consumption. On the other hand the Euler equation is 

alsoo consistent with the permanent income hypothesis since the Euler equation 

itselff  is an optimal condition derived from the objective function involving 

expectedd income (i.e., permanent income), so that it can explain the phenomenon 

off  consumption smoothness. 

Thee correspondence between consumption smoothing and consumption 

smoothnesss in the Euler equation approach is a consequence of employing the 

representativee agent hypothesis. But since Hall's random-model was proposed, 

consumptionn smoothness has become somehow conflated with random-walk 

consumptionn in a straightforward interpretation. Since the random-walk model 

exhibitss the relationship between current and previous consumption, smoothness 

cann be defined as c,+1 = c, and thus is measured by the parameter on ct. Hall's own 

estimationn seems to support this (the estimate of the coefficient for c, of the 

random-walkk model is 0.983). Consequently, random-walk consumption is used 

ass an empirical justification for the consumption smoothing assumption. For 

example,, Mankiw's (2000, p.3) criticism on the random-walk model is that: 

AA large empirical literature, starting with Robert Hall's seminal random-

walkk theorem, has addressed the question of how well households 

intertemporallyy smooth their consumption. Although this literature does 

nott speak with a single voice, the consensus view is that consumption 

smoothingg is far from perfect. In particular, consumer spending tracks 

currentt income far more than it should. 

Heree Mankiw speaks of Campbell and Mankiw's consumption function 

(1989)) in which consumers are divided into two groups: one follows the REPIH 

hypothesiss and the other follows a rule-of-thumb hypothesis that consumption 

decisionss are based on current income. The rule-of-thumb consumers do not 

followw the Euler equation: this leads to the result that consumption does not 

followw the random walk (current income is significant to next period's 

consumption).. Therefore, Mankiw concludes, "consumption smoothing is far 

fromfrom perfect". Mankiw's criticism implies that: Had the representative consumer 

nott been able to smooth out consumption, consumption would not have been a 

randomm walk. 
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Yet,, Mankiw's criticism does not undermine the Euler equation approach. 

Hiss criticism is similar to economists' complaints that the permanent income-life 

cyclee hypothesis fails to explain the facts of "excess sensitivity" (e.g., Flavin, 

1981),, or "excess smoothness" (e.g., Campbell and Deaton, 1989) of 

consumption.. To solve these problems, economists impose behavioral restrictions 

onn the representative agent hypothesis that the consumer cannot freely smooth 

his/herr consumption instead of abandoning the Euler equation approach. For 

example,, Zeldes (1989) imposes a "liquidity constraint" on the Euler equation, 

suggestingg that consumers are unable to borrow as much as they would like. 

Therefore,, the empirical failure of Hall's random-walk model are attributed to its 

assumptions.. One or more assumptions must be released in order to explain the 

empiricall  facts. (In the case of liquidity constraint, the assumption (1) on Section 

2.11 must be relaxed.)10 The deeper reason lies in the Euler equation's 

representationn of the underlying structure of the world and the way in which it 

satisfiess the Lucas critique. 

6.55 The Lucas Critiqu e and Structure 

6.5.16.5.1 Intertemporal preference ordering as a structure 

Thee Lucas critique is equivalent to the invariance problem (see Hoover, 

1994).. The Lucas critique is concerned with invariant relationships between 

variabless under policy changes. Lucas objects that the so-called structural-form 

macroeconometricc models, that followed Haavelmo's (Haavelmo, 1943, 1944, 

1947a)) simultaneous equations model approach (see Chapter 3), do not represent 

invariantt aggregate relationships, thus are not eligible to economic interpretation. 

Inn the terminology used in this chapter, the Lucas critique denies that the relations 

representedd by the structural-form macroeconomic models are structures, where 

Otherr popular modifications include "precautionary saving" (Kimball, 1990), "buffer stock 
saving""  (Deaton, 1991, Carroll, 1994 and 1997). See Deaton (1992) for critical evaluations. 
Anotherr problem that the Euler equation approach encounters is the approximation error suggested 
byy Ludvigson and Paxson (2000). If the utility function is not quadratic, then marginal utility is not 
linearr in consumption in the Euler equation. Therefore, economists usually take a second-order 
Taylorr approximation of marginal utility of Ct+i around the point c,. Ludvigson and Paxson show 
thatt this linear approximation to the Euler equation yields approximation bias that might be 
regardedd as genuine facts in previous studies of consumption. 
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structuress are defined as invariant relationships. In his 1976 paper, Lucas shows 

that,, for any expected policy change, the consumption function built in the spirit 

off  Friedman's permanent income hypothesis would yield incorrect forecasts (see 

Appendix).. Accordingly, Hall's interpretation of the Lucas critique is that: 

"[Lucas]]  said, there is no such thing as a consumption function" (Hall, 1989). 

Evenn though that there is no invariant relationships between consumption and 

income,, there still exists something that can be regarded as structure. Hall (1990, 

p.. 135) states that: 

Althoughh Lucas was scornful of existing econometric policy evaluation 

models,, his message was not completely destructive of all model-building 

orr empirical research. There are structural relationships in the economy, 

butt the consumption function is not among them. For consumption, the 

structurall  relation, invariant to policy interventions and other shifts 

elsewheree in the economy, is the intertemporal preference ordering. (My 

italics) ) 

Intertemporall  preference ordering is the structure for Hall. Consequently, 

thee Euler equation represents the structural relationship in consumption for it 

representss the intertemporal preference ordering. His further work on measuring 

thee intertemporal substitution effect (Hall, 1988) is thus construed as measuring 

thee structure. Hendry (1997) summarizes five notions of structure in 

econometrics,1'' one of them is the relationship derived from economic agent's 

intertemporall  optimization, which exactly indicates the notion of structure that the 

Eulerr equation approach introduces. 

Too see the structural claim in the new classical macroeconomics, we turn 

againn to the Lucas critique. Hoover (1994) offers two interpretations of the Lucas 

critique: : 

1.. The Lucas critique criticizes that the macroeconometric models are useless 

too policy evaluation, it means that macroeconometric models do not 

capturee the true causal structure of the economy. 

111 These five notions of structure are listed in Chapter 5, Section 5.8.3. 
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2.. The Lucas critique criticizes that the existing macroeconometric models 

aree not accurate representations of the current structure of the economy, it 

meanss models are not "identified" in the econometric sense. 

Thee first meaning has something to do with apriorism, that only models 

derivedd from a well-articulated theory accepted a priori are to be invariant to 

interventions.. These theoretical models then can be regarded as representations of 

thee causal structure. The second meaning of the Lucas critique is related to the 

identificationn problem. Here the identification problem is defined as the problem 

too induce the underlying relationships from observations.12 In this sense, 

econometricss is like observing the statistical relations between observables under 

intervention.. Hoover further points out that ultimately the goal of identification is 

alsoo to understand the causal relations that "any satisfactory model must 

represent""  (Hoover, 1994, p.67). 

Keynesiann macroeconometrics, for example, was criticized by Lucas and 

Sargentt (1979) as nonstructural. They argue that "parameters identified as 

structurall  by current macroeconomic methods are not in fact structurar (p.302). 

Forr example, they suggest that Keynes described the consumption function by 

"ruless of thumb", rather than by deduction from the theory of choice (p.305). In 

thiss sense, they believe that the Euler equation may represent the structure. 

6.5.26.5.2 Theoretical models 

Lucas'ss and Sargent's concern about models' structural representation is 

theoretical.. This theoretical consideration leads to the emphasis on 

microfoundations.. In other words, the microfoundation issue in the new classical 

schooll  can be construed as the emphasis on the role of theory. This viewpoint is 

clearlyy expressed in Prescott's 1986 paper 'Theory Ahead of Business Cycle 

Measurement'.. Prescott argues that a certain model should be regarded as a 

paradigm,, for example, in the case of business cycle study, the Solow growth 

model.. We should thus conduct empirical research according to this paradigm 

model—evenn though this paradigmatic model is always immune to empirical 

tests. . 

Thee concept of identification is discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Hooverr (1994) calls this methodological position about the superiority of 

theoryy that the new classicals hold "strong apriorism", that the restrictions on 

modelss are untestable; the source of these restrictions is from a well-articulated 

theoryy which is accepted a priori. The new classicals go on to argue that theory 

oughtt to be constituted of optimization, and take tastes and technologies as given 

(deepp parameters) in order to solve the invariance problem. Two strong a priori 

principless for the new classical macroeconomics, as Hoover points out, are (1) 

agentss understand the true structure of the economy implicitly, and (2) agents are 

continuouss and successful optimizers. By employing the Euler equation approach, 

bothh issues are considered. 

Similarly,, Hendry complains that the DHSY model was criticized as 

atheoreticalatheoretical because it lacked an intertemporal decision framework. New classical 

economistss are concerned with theoretical models - the neoclassical growth 

modell  in business cycle theory and the neoclassical consumer theory in 

consumptionn study. Thus, questions about the commitment to theory must be 

asked.. This chapter argues that the commitment to theory in new classical 

macroeconomicc is one of realism about structures. 

6.5.36.5.3 New classical methodology versus Friedmanite instrumentalism 

Conventionally,, new classical economists regarded themselves as Friedman's 

methodologicall  begotten sons for they accept the position that economic theories 

aree unrealistic and the ultimate goal is prediction. Take Prescott for example, in 

"Theoryy Ahead of Business Cycle Measurement" (Prescott, 1986), he argues that 

"Thee models constructed within this theoretical framework are necessarily highly 

abstract.. Consequently, they are necessarily false and statistical hypothesis resting 

wil ll  reject them...." (p. 10) But if the new classical methodology is interpreted in 

termss of the Lucas critique and strong apriorism, it contrasts with Friedmanite 

instrumentalismm at least on one level. Instrumentalism argues that theories or 

modelss need not necessarily be realistic; they are judged by whether or not they 

aree useful to prediction. The argument about unrealistic assumptions is often 

aboutt the representative agent assumption - a kind of methodological 

individualism.individualism. As Hoover (1998) points out, the question about the representative 

agentt can be understood by asking whether methodological individualism is 
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epistemologicalepistemological (the claim that it is the most effective way to understand the 

macroeconomy)) or ontological (whether the representative agent exists 

objectively).13 3 

Thee instrumentalism debate is about the ontological issue, that is, whether 

thee representative agent is fictitious. Alan Kirman has announced the death of the 

representativee agent. He has proved the impossibility of aggregation from the 

representativee agent in his seminal paper (Kirman, 1992), so that Hoover writes 

thatt continuing to use the representative agent model is an "evasion of the 

aggregationn problem". Moreover, Hoover suggests that the new classical models 

onlyy consist of a "simulacrum of microeconomics" rather than a genuine 

microfoundationss (1998, p.336). Thus the representative agent models at best are 

regardedd as metaphors or idealizations of the macroeconomy. 

Butt the new classicals commit themselves to the epistemological issue: the 

issuee about our knowledge to the world. For example, Lucas once expressed the 

ideaa that the representative agent assumption is not universally crucial in terms of 

prediction.. He said that in short-run prediction, the Wharton (FRB-MIT-Penn) 

structurall  model performed very well. But if one wants to know the effect of 

policyy changes, it has to involve the microfoundations: 

Butt if one wants to know how behaviour is likely to change under some 

changee in policy, it is necessary to model the way people make choices. If 

youu see me driving north on Clark street, you will have good (though not 

perfect)) predictive success by guessing that I will still be going north on 

thee same street a few minutes later. But if you want to predict how I will 

respondd if Clark Street is closed off, you have to have some idea of where 

II  am going and what my alternative routes are - of the nature of my 

decisionn problem (Lucas in Snowdon et al., 1994, p.221). 

Thiss is not instrumentalism, for Lucas suggests that if one wants to predict 

hiss journey, one must know the situations that might actually happen. He implies 

that,, in terms of successful prediction, the representative agent assumption is not 

necessarilyy superior to other models (e.g., the Wharton model is superior for the 

purposee of short-run prediction). The problem of the large-scale 

133 Hoover (2001, Chapter 5) points out that the representative agent assumption in new classical 
macroeconomicss is one of an ontological individualism. See below. 
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macroeconometricc models is what the Lucas critique criticizes: they do not 

representt the true structure of the world. 

Thee Euler equation approach also follows Lucas's non-instrumentalist 

methodology.. As a contrast, Paul Krugman's recent criticism on the new classical 

macroeconomicss (Krugman, 2000) apparently supports the claim of using 

predictionn as the essential criterion of models. He argues that the Euler equation 

approachh does not offer a "clear improvement in predictive power" over the IS-

LMM approach. It rather offers an improvement "in reflecting reality". Appraising 

modelss in terms of practical application, Krugman defends using the IS-LM and 

thee AS-AD models that he calls the "ad-hoc approach": 

Inn short, a careful intertemporal approach to aggregate demand does not 

turnn out to be that helpful. It does not, it turns out, offer a clear 

improvementt in predictive power over that of simpler, ad-hoc approaches. 

Introducingg a whiff of rational behaviour into the model greatly improves 

itss ability to reflect reality. Going the rest of the way, to use a fully 

specifiedd model of rational choices over time, is at best an ambiguous 

improvement;; it produces a model that is more satisfying intellectually, but 

nott necessarily better in terms of accuracy. (Krugman, 2000, p.41) 

Therefore,, both Lucas and Krugman believe that the new classical 

assumptionss are more realistic than the assumptions in the ad hoc approach, 

thoughh it is methodologically debatable. As we can observe from Lucas's and 

Krugman'ss arguments, the individual's rational behavior is regarded as a crucial 

assumptionn to new classical macroeconomics not because that it yields a better 

predictionn than Keynesian macroeconomics, but because it is a more realistic 

assumptionn than those in Keynesian macroeconomics. 

6.5.46.5.4 Epistemology or ontology? 

Hoover'ss interpretation of the Lucas critique leads to a new question: is 

thee new classical's structuralism an epistemological or ontological commitment? 

Recalll  the two interpretations of the Lucas critique that Hoover offers. On the one 
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hand,, the identification notion is concerned with how to access the underlying 

causall  structure—an epistemological question. On the other hand, the policy non-

invariancee leads to new classical's employment of an optimization theory which is 

invariantt under policy intervention. Relationships derived from such procedures 

ass the intertemporal preference ranking are regarded as the true structure of the 

economy.. This claim is on to logical. However, it does not lead to an entity realism 

thatt questions the existence of the representative agent. Rather it leads to a debate 

aboutt the existence of invariant relationships. In Chapter 3, the econometric 

conceptt of autonomy was discussed and it was argued that autonomy and structure 

havee become the same concept of invariance. Thus various types of structuralism 

cann be understood in terms of their relations to invariance. The structural 

empiricismm discussed in Chapter 5 is concerned with the invariant empirical 

aspectss that are observable. The Lucas critique addresses an important point in 

econometricc modeling, that is, to consider a model's representation of invariant 

relationshipss as a structure. This leads to a debate about the existence of structure: 

aa debate in structural realism. 

6.66 Structural Realism 

6.6.16.6.1 Structural realism in philosophy of science 

Viewingg the Euler equation as a structural representation allows us to 

interprett the fact that the new classical school keeps on using the Euler equation 

whichh is based on microeconomic theory to investigate aggregate consumption. 

Thee Euler equation, they believe, captures the mathematical structure of the 

world.. Its success in modeling aggregate consumption is because it represents the 

truee structure. 

Inn philosophy of science, the recent discussion of realism also centers on a 

structurall  claim: a kind of structural realism. John Worrall (1989) claims that 

realismm about structure is the best explanation for the no-miracles argument and 

continuityy of the progress of science. Structural realism, originated in Poincaré's 

work,, was taken by Worrall to contrast with scientific realism. Worrall argues that 

aa theory's empirical success is not because that theory explains the nature of the 

objectt of investigation, rather it is because the theory's mathematical equations 

expresss the relations in reality. Structural realism claims that the continuity of 
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theoryy is because equations in the old theory reappear in the new theory as limited 

cases.. For example, in the theory of light, Fresnel's theory was regarded as a 

successfull  theory before Maxwell's theory came out. It was replaced by 

Maxwell'ss theory because Maxwell's theory was taken as correctly accounting for 

thee nature of light. But Fresnel's theory has been a successful theory because it 

capturedd the structure of the optical phenomena for its mathematical equations are 

moree or less the same as Maxwell's (see Worrall, pp. 155-60). 

Forr some philosophers (e.g., Ladyman, 1998, Psillos, 1999), Worrell's 

accountt of structural realism is an epistemic claim, asserting that the mathematical 

structuree of a theory captures the real structure of the world. However, even 

thoughh the real relations between unobservables are known to us, the 

unobservabless themselves may still remain epistemologically inaccessible. Thus, 

Worral'ss epistemic version of structural realism, in contrast to entity realism, is 

thatt "our knowledge about the world is structure". 

Jamess Ladyman (1998) argues that there are two types of structural 

realism.. One is an epistemological claim that our knowledge about the world is 

structure.. The other is an ontological claim that all there is to the world is 

structure.. To Ladyman, Worrall's structural realism is an epistemological claim, 

butt does not seem satisfactory. The reason is that a formal structure is not 

sufficientt to pick out uniquely any relations in the world, for the formal structure 

cann be obtained given that we have enough collection of objects (Ladyman, 

p.412).. This "theoretical equivalence" problem prevents us from singling out the 

relationss we intended to know. Ladyman's criticism is equivalent to the 

identificationn problem mentioned above (Hoover's second interpretation of the 

Lucass critique) about whether the econometric model accurately represents the 

structuree of the economy. The same formal structure does not necessary indicate 

thee same phenomena. Ladyman concludes that epistemological claims must 

assumee that we are talking about the intended relation, which is beyond structural 

description. . 

Thus,, in order to be in accordance with traditional realism, a modification 

wee could make is to add ontology to the structural realism: the structure must be 

construedd as known a priori. There exists a structure of the world. Those relations 

thatt are unique (invariant under a certain transformation) are construed as 

structures.14 4 

Inn this sense, structure is interpreted in terms of the uniqueness theorem discussed in Chapter 2, 
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WorralPss structural realism plus apriorism seem to fit  the Euler equation 

approachh in the light of the Lucas critique. 

6.6.26.6.2 Structural realism in the new classical macroeconomics 

Structurall  realism in the new classical macroeconomics here is understood 

inn terms of Hoover's (1994) discussion of the existence of invariant structures. 

First,, the Euler equation represents an invariant relationship of the economy, 

namelyy the intertemporal preference ordering, equivalent to the consumption 

smoothingg behavior. Thus the class of REPIH models of consumption have the 

samee feature of preserving the structure of the world. Secondly, for new classical 

economists,, this structure is regarded as known a priori, so as to secure the 

researchh strategy of keeping the theoretical model. 

Thee discussion of the Euler equation inevitably relates to the 

representativee agent assumption. The new classicals' commitment to the 

representativee agent models, says Hoover, reveals a belief in ontological 

individualism:individualism: the doctrine that "all that exists fundamentally for the economy are 

individuall  economic actors" (2001, Section 5.1). Mark Blaug defines ontological 

individualismm as a proposition that "individuals create all social institutions and 

hencee that collective phenomena are simply hypothetical abstractions derived 

fromfrom the decisions of real individuals" (Blaug, 1992, p.45). This is very different 

fromfrom the representative agent hypothesis which claims that collective phenomena 

cann be derived from one or a few hypothetical individuals. While the Euler 

equationn approach can be easily understood in terms of the logic of the 

representativee agents, it can also be understood in terms of ontological 

individualismm that consumption smoothing is an abstract (or average?) 

relationshipp derived from real individuals and this is more closer to Friedman's 

permanentt income hypothesis and Modigliani and Brumberg's life cycle 

hypothesis. . 

Accordingg to ontological individualism, the Euler equation approach is 

bestt understood in terms of the ontological claims added to structural realism. The 

reall  structure of the world for the new classical economists is the intertemporal 

orderingg of preferences, which must be incorporated with the representative-agent 

Sectionn 2, and in econometrics, see Chapter 3. 
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hypothesis.. Then, a particular Euler equation model's lack of empirical content 

shouldd not be taken as refutation of the Euler equation. The Euler equation 

approachh is construed as a representation of true structure, and any modification 

too the Euler equation approach should keep the intertemporal ordering of 

preferencess intact. 

Moreover,, structural realism explains the fact that the Euler equation 

approachh has been employed for the past thirty years. The reason is the belief that 

thee Euler equation captures the real structure of the world: the structure that Hall 

callss intertemporal preference ordering. For this reason, it is argued that the 

currentlyy accepted consumption models using the Euler equation approach share 

thee same structure as those of old consumption models which have been proved to 

bee empirically inadequate, such as Hall's random walk model. Attansio (1998) 

andd Hall (1990) provide nice surveys of the Euler equation approach in this 

manner.. A recent article by Browning and Crossley (Browning and Crossley, 

2001)) observes the development of the permanent income-life cycle hypothesis of 

consumptionn in a way consistent with structural realism. They argue that the 

permanentt income-life cycle hypothesis is only a conceptual framework which 

doess not have empirical content. Only particular life-cycle models, developed 

fromfrom this conceptual framework, contain empirical content. Therefore, they 

concludee (p.3) that "there is no such thing as the life-cycle model, only particular 

life-cyclee models." To interpret Browning and Crossley's argument, the 

conceptuall  framework of the permanent income-life cycle hypothesis provides the 

structuree of consumption. A particular consumption model must involve this 

structure,, which is known a priori, in order to claim the accurate representation of 

thee true relations of consumption expenditures. 

6.66 Conclusion 

Thee demand for the representative agent hypothesis might be criticized on 

thee grounds that the assumption is unreal. But the significance of the Euler 

equationn approach to consumption is the claim that it captures the true structure of 

consumptionn behavior in the world, namely, intertemporal preference ordering, 

thatt economists believe in.15 The approach satisfies the Lucas critique and is 

Whetherr the Lucas critique applies to new classical models, as the LSE econometricians claim, 
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compatiblee with structural realism for  as long as economists hold the belief that 

Eulerr  equation represents an invariant relation, structural realism applies. 

iss an empirical question. See Ericsson and Irons (1995). 
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Appendixx The Lucas Critiqu e 

Thee example of consumption in Lucas's original paper goes as follows. 

First,, the permanent income is implemented by rational expectations, that is, 

permanentt income is a weighted pattern of expected income conditional on all 

availablee income: 

(6.A.1)) y^^-fiiZP'Eiy^I,) 

==  (\-p)(p0E(yl\l l) + f31E(yl+l \l l) + p2E(yl+2\l t) + -) 

== (!-/?) >>,+£/m>U/,) 
VV (=1 

Lett E(yt+i  I/,) = ye, for all i = 1,2,..., then the above equation becomes: 

VV v «=i J J 

==  {l-p)y,Hl-P) P P 
1-fi. 1-fi. 

(6.A.2)) ={i-P)y,+W 

Lett measured income be defined as the sum of a constant (a), the 

transitoryy income (yvt) and the sum of an independent increment (wt), such that 

yytt=a=a + wt+yvt 

Hencee the minimum variance estimator for ye is 

(l-A)5>Vy y 
y=o o 

wheree X ~ 1 + -— ^—-. \\+—— . Therefore, estimated 
22 var(v) var(v) \ 4 var(v) 

permanentt income is 
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(6.A.3)) ypt = (1 - ft)y, + fi(\ - tfjT ttyt_. 

andd the consumption function c = kypt +ut is such that: 

(6.A.4)) c, =k{\-P)y,+kp{\-X)Y,Vyt-j +u, 

Noww suppose that there is a sequence of policies {xt} starting from time T. 

Assumee that policies on income are constantly increased, xt = x . According to the 

permanentt income hypothesis, for each t > T, the increase of consumption 

(6.A.5)) (Ac), =kxt=kx 

Butt according to (6.A.4), if the consumer knows the change of policy in advance, 

thenn the after-policy consumption is: 

e',=k(\-fl){y,+x) e',=k(\-fl){y,+x) 
(6.A.6) ) 

+kP(l-X) +kP(l-X) 
VV y-o J<*-T+\ 

++ u. 

Therefore,, the forecast of an effect in period t based on (6.A.4) and (6.A.6) is: 

t-T t-T 

(Ac),, = c, -ct=  Jt(l - P)x, + kp{\ - X)x ̂  X 

(6.A.7)) =kxUl-0) + p(\-A)fdA 

i=0 0 

t-T t-T 

r=0 0 

Thee difference between (6.A.7) and the correct forecast (6.A.5) is 
£c{(-/?)+jÖ(l-/ l)£A'} .. If t tends to infinity, then the difference is zero. Thus, 

inn the long run, the forecast error is correctible. Lucas concludes that "for any 

policyy change which is understood in advance, extrapolation or simulation based 

onn (6.A.4) yields an incorrect forecast, and what is more, a correctibly incorrect 

forecast""  (p. 114, original italics). So it is impossible to forecast. This message 

aboutt the unpredictability is taken by Hall as the evidence to support the random-

walkk model. 




